School Governance Team

Agenda

Date: October 28, 2022
Quorum: Yes ☑ No ☐

Members Present: Tezella Comeaux, Maj Bassery, Lauren Carey, Brad Gubler, Kristin Lincoln

1. Calendar discussion and vote
   • Comeaux reviewed school calendar survey results
   • Discussion of thoughts on calendar options by members
   • Vote was taken on calendar options – All team members voted for 2024-2025 calendar option A and 2025-2026 calendar option A

2. SRE Safety Protocols
   • MCS Standard Response Protocol Card discussion – Comeaux, SRE safety protocol coordinator, explained purpose of cards, drills, Crisis Go explanation
   • Evacuation piece is expanding this year – Always Locked, Never Propped, Room ID cards will be placed in all of the classroom windows so first responders can see what room it is from outside of the building, Fire Station 6 is SRE safe zone for evacuating students, Graves, Comeaux and Ball toured to see how our kids would fit inside the facility. We will start running drills walking there and back (it will be a roster event).
   • Reunification PRIMARY location is Turner Chapel if there is ever a larger situation. MCS personnel will be there to manage students being placed with parents/guardians.
   • Reunification SECONDARY location is North Metro church.

3. Open
   • Comeaux opened floor to discussion
   • Meeting Adjourned

Actions: Calendar Vote

Comments:

Recommendation to BOE